
genucenter 4.0 Release Notes

Information on the genucenter 4.0 product family is available in these release notes.
Please read this document carefully! You are advised to install this upgrade, as this release both resolves
various problems, and provides new features.

Important, please read!
We strongly recommend performing a configuration backup of your genucenter system BEFORE upgra-
ding.
Detailed instructions on how to perform this upgrade are available in section 10 of these release notes.

1 Scope of Delivery

With the current genucenter version 4.0 you have received:

• These release notes

• An ISO image of the installation CD-ROM.
The image is also available for download on the genua webserver in the genucenter customer
area:
https://www.genua.de/customer/gz_support/release_download.en.html

2 Before Upgrading

• Please note that this upgrade requires genucenter 2.3, minmum patchlevel 6 to succeed.

• A database backup is strongly recommended before upgrading to genucenter 4.0. Execute the
command db backup on the commandline to do so. This backup then can be restored afterwards.

• A new password must be set after the upgrade, and confirmed one more time by the old one. Plea-
se note the requirement for sufficient complexity when setting the new password. This password
applies to the user “root” on the console as well as the GUI user “admin”.

• The centrally managed appliances should be upgraded to either the current major version and
patchlevel, or the current certified/approved version.

Please read section 7.2 for further information and a list of product versions and patchlevels sup-
ported by genucenter 4.0. For the respective appliance types, the list is also available in the genu-
center 4.0 GUI in the menu Appliance Name → System → Basic → Software and Updates →

Software - General.

• The following sections describe changes to various objects and settings. Please read carefully.
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3 New Features in genucenter 4.0

• New modern Web GUI.

• Updated high availability offering georedundant clusters.

• Improved multiuser and multi-client capability.

The jump from genucenter 2.3 to 4.0 is due to synchronization of version numbers across genucenter,
genubox, genuscreen, genucrypt and genucard. This will be done step by step.

3.1 Release training

Our training courses and workshops will introduce all new features with hands-on scenarios. All relevant
information is available at http://www.genua.de in ”Events & Trainings“.

4 New GUI

4.1 System requirements

JavaScript must be activated in the browser to use the new genucenter GUI.
A minimum of 1500 MB need to be reserved when running a virtual genucenter system (does not apply
to genucenter appliances).
A minimum screen resolution of 1024x768 is necessary.
genucenter 4.0 supports these Web browsers:

• Firefox version 16 or higher

• Internet Explorer 9 & 10

4.2 GUI screenshots

The following screenshots illustrate the GUI layout and important terms:

1. Top bar with
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• Global search

• Language settings German/English

• Edit user information & own password

• genucenter settings

• Logout

2. Pulldown menus (here in the domain context)

3. genucenter explorer to navigate within domains appliances

4. Filter & search within the genucenter explorer

5. Create and delete domains

6. Modify tables (hide columns, CSV export)

7. Main window (including tables)

8. Bottom bar

1. Appliance name (or domain name if in domain context)

2. Information icon for inline help

3. Lock icon to indicate if field can be edited

4. Role of currently logged in user

5. Save button in fields

6. Update button for appliance configuration

7. Appliance statistics
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4.3 Top bar

This uppermost element of the genucenter GUI contains the following functions:

• Change language setting between English and German. The entire GUI, including the inline help,
is available in both languages.

• Display which IP logged into which presently used account and when. Change own password. In
addition, show which other users are currently logged into the system.

• genucenter settings (polar bear icon). The user needs admin permissions in the root domain to
use this function. Otherwise, the icon is not visible.

• Globally search all objects.

• Exit the genucenter GUI with the logout icon.

4.4 Bottom bar

The lowest element in the GUI displays the currently logged in user’s role (admin, revisor or service).
The key icon shows if the current page is locked for editing: An open lock = unlocked, locked = page
cannot be edited at the time. Initially, every menu will display a locked icon.
In addition, the bottom bar provides buttons to save menu fields and update appliance configurations.

4.5 Main window

The genucenter 4.0 layout has been revised. The menus now are sorted by domain and appliance con-
text, and can be individually displayed and hidden. Within the domain context, objects are administrated,
while the appliance context handles administrated systems and their settings.

4.5.1 Domain menu

Select a domain in the (left) explorer bar to use this menu. The domain menu handles objects such
as tags, services, firewall rulesets, and Smartcards, which can also be grouped by common criteria. In
addition, all appliances belonging to this domain can be displayed. Objects that may only be assigned
to a certain appliance type are specifically marked as such in the menu.
Some objects were split into several. For example, the previous common VPN object (for IPsec and
SSH, fully meshed and hub-and-spoke topology) was split into four new VPN objects. This helps to
reduce configuration complexity.
New objects are configured by the “Create” button at the top of the object table. The same applies to
configuring new appliances in the appliance menu. Please note an object or appliance always is created
in the currently active domain.

Maintenance menu
This menu is part of the domain menu, and handles jobs such as updates/installations (also via USB)
for one or more appliances.
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The maintenance menu lists categories in the left box which in their turn display the jobs assigned to
them in the right box. Selecting “Execute” for a certain job displays job specific options to choose from,
as well as a comment field to enter remarks. This is to document why the job was performed. The
maintenance menu displays (depending on the appliance) a table of job details such as date, user, and
comments.

The job history lists all previously performed jobs with timestamp, executing admin, and affected applian-
ces. An already completed job can be repeated. Jobs can be identified by their descriptions (for example,
affecting entire VPN networks) and run again without having to look for every needed appliance.

4.5.2 Appliance menu

Appliance specific settings are configured in the individual appliance menu, reachable by selecting the
appliance either in the explorer, or in the domain menu’s appliance list.

The maintenance menu was removed for appliances. Instead, the individual menus provide a button to
transfer a configuration to the respective appliance. Thus, it no longer is necessary to change to another
menu for this. Transfer success and error messages then are displayed by an icon next to the button.

Specific jobs can be selected and executed in the domain’s maintenance menu, also reachable by the
button described above.

Please note that modified settings must be saved before transferring the configuration to have an effect
on the appliance. Saving by itself will only modify the genucenter database. However, modified settings
can be saved for several appliances before starting their updates.

Another new feature is that genubox, genuscreen and genucrypt bridge and routing configuration has
been split into separate menus.

4.5.3 Tables

Objects and appliances are listed in tables with the following attributes and options:

• All relevant data is displayed without having to navigate to the object configuration. Additional
columns can be shown or hidden by the element in the table’s upper righthand corner.

• Drag & Drop for packet filters, NAT & connection profiles on genucards. Drag & Drop must be
configured via “Edit” and “Save” to activate multiuser locking. Table content of this type can only
be be modified via the Edit icon.

• Resort columns via Drag & Drop. Sorting of tables containing hierarchical dependencies (such as
appliance interfaces) however is not possible.
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• Deleting of objects and appliances (without previous security checks). Objects and appliance de-
pendencies must be removed before the object can be deleted. This helps preserve genucenter
data integrity.

Dependencies are displayed in their own column. Clicking on a dependency will open a popup with
further information. Another click will display an option to delete the dependency.

– Single items always can be deleted via the trashcan icon at the end of the line.

– A button is provided at the top of the table to delete multiple items.

• The edit icon in the upper righthand corner of the table also permits the export of the table contents
in the CSV format.

• Table content can also be filtered, including hidden columns.

• Hovering the mouse over truncated table content will expand it.

4.5.4 Menu fields

The fields to edit and create objects, as well as to configure appliances were reimplemented, and sorted
into logical groups.

A number of useful widgets were added to the genucenter GUI:

• Single and multiple selection: These replace many of the previous dropdown menus. Single and
multiple selection fields can be searched during the entry of a string. For example, entering “sy”
will return both “system” and “synergy”. Entering nothing will return a list of all possible references,
much like the previous dropdown menu.

Multiple selection means that more than one reference can be selected, while a single selection is
restricted to exactly one.

• Create: This widget usually is located beneath single or multiselect fields. Its function is to create
and concurrently reference new objects. Please note that new objects always are created within
the currently active domain (i.e of the appliance or object being modified). After creation, all further
object information can be configured.

• Validation: Any errors are immediately displayed next to the field during entry. Previously, errors
were only displayed when attempting to save the form data.
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• Messages: Warnings and errors, as well status and success messages are displayed in the upper
righthand corner.

• Mandatory fields: Entries that must be made to proceed are marked by a description in bold font.

• Inline help to individual settings is available via the info icon. Clicking this icon will continuously
display the available info.

• A datepicker is available to select a date.

4.6 Explorer

The explorer at the left of the GUI displays domains, subdomains, and appliances. It enables navigation
to other appliances and domains.

Animal icons symbolize the various appliance types:

• Polar bear - genucenter

• Lion fish - genuscreen

• Chameleon - genubox

• Parrot - genucrypt

• Hedgehog - genucard

Selected objects are flagged in the explorer. Further explorer functions are:
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• Change the explorer width, and even completely hide it to give the main window more space. Drag
& Drop the arrow at the explorer’s left edge to do so.

• Expand and minimize domains, e.g. to hide information not needed at the moment.

• A dynamic search field for domain and appliance names.

• Filters for appliance type, tags, and location.

• Creation and deletion of domains.

5 High Availability

genucenter high availability was reimplemented to include georedundant cluster nodes. Other features
are:

• New replication method (PostgreSQL Hot Standby Streaming) for database synchronization.

– Replication via IP (layer 3) to set up georedundant HA systems.

– SSL encrypted replication.

– Port TCP 5342 is used for replication, and therefore needs to be enabled on firewalls between
cluster nodes.

– Individual data sets are synchronized with standby systems within seconds instead of pre-
viously every 15 minutes.

– Synchronization of the configuration and logging databases.

• Numerous standby systems are supported instead of previously just one.

• New standbys can be added at runtime.

• After a takeover, returning to the original master system now is much simpler.

High availability requires the following:

• Existing genucenter standby systems must be be reinstalled instead of upgraded.

• The initialization of genucenter HA systems is performed on the command line. A tool with various
options is provided for this. It is run with the command “gzha”. Creation (only within the root domain)
and basic configuration of the genucenter standby can be done on the GUI.

• Comm servers are needed when appliances based on autoupdate are in use, as they may be
georedundant and not have a unchanging address. A comm server will provide the IP address
for communication with genucenter. Comm servers can be either dedicated appliances, or central
VPN gateways with this function added etc.
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• In case of a dropout, the takeover will not take place automatically, as running several standby
systems means these might not be replicated to the same level. Instead, a standby system must
be switched to being a master manually. The tool “gzha” will return the database replication status.
Please be aware that appliances logging on genucenter cannot transmit their log information until
the new master has been determined. They will however, depending on the appliance type (e.g.
100C) temporarily store their data themselves. Alternatively, an external syslog server can be used.

• Identical hardware is recommended for HA installations, as settings are inherited from the master
to the standbys. Software versions and patch levels must be identical within a cluster.

• At takeover, services on the original master will be handled by the new one. This is important when,
for example, genucenter is running a DHCP server for PXE installations.

6 genucenter Settings

Use the polar bear icon in the top bar to display and modify genucenter specific settings. Another way
to do so is selecting the genucenter appliance in the explorer. Please note only users with administrator
permissions in the root domain can access the genucenter settings. Also, genucenter can only reference
objects in the root domain.

6.1 genucenter users

The GUI user “admin” and the user “root” on the command line have the same password after installation
and upgrade. Thus, previously set passwords for “root” have been overwritten. Please remember to use
the shared password when logging on the command line as “root”.

We recommend to configure user accounts to work with genucenter, and not to use the “root” account.

Users can be (de)activated in the user management menu. Use the lock icon to activate users for limited
amounts of time, or to reserve them for special tasks.

When a user is logged in, a checkmark will appear next to the lock icon. An “X” icon means not logged
in, and a clock icon that the password has expired.
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6.1.1 Management via LDAP

genucenter users (e.g. admins or revisors) can be administrated either locally, or via LDAP. The two
methods cannot be mixed. The only exception is the root domain “admin” account that is created during
installation.

This account always is administrated locally on genucenter, and is able to modify genucenter settings
even if the LDAP service is not reachable. Activating account management via LDAP means that certain
features such as password complexity are not available.

Use the menu Account management → Basic to configure local or LDAP user management.

Permissions and roles of accounts managed via LDAP must be configured via user groups, available
in the menu Account management → Groups. The two modes of authentication cannot be used con-
currently.

6.1.2 Permissions

Permission management (what role in which domain) now is configured via user groups instead directly
in the account. This simplifies multiuser operation, as any changes are performed in the group and for
each account separately.

Groups can be assigned exactly one role (e.g. “revisor”), and can be assigned to several domains. The
domain defines where the role is valid.

Please note that permissions are inherited by subdomains. Multi-client capabilities are attained by crea-
ting parallel domains and different accounts. Existing installations are migrated to the group setup.

6.1.3 Roles

The new role “Service” was introduced in genucenter 4.0

This role may not modify settings, but, unlike the role “revisor”, can start jobs in the maintenance menu.
One application for this role would be for admins who usually prepare / modify objects and appliances via
the role “admin”. With permissions of the role “service”, a user then can view any changes and transfer
the configuration to the appliance. This helps set up the separation of duties and double checking. In
addition, colleagues without admin permissions can update and install appliances.
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6.1.4 Multi user

A so-called “lock” is activated when several users are logged into genucenter. This prevents multiple
admins from concurrently modifying the same settings. Merely viewing a page will have no effect, and
another user will be able to modify settings in the viewed menus. Clicking in the viewed page however
will activate the lock, and only this user may now modify settings in these menus. Other users may only
view the page.

The lock status is displayed in the bottom bar. An active lock is terminated either by saving the new
settings, or after a five minute inactivity timeout.

Creating new objects, however, does not activate locking, as other users will not be able to access the
same menu fields. Thus, no locking icon is displayed during this process.

6.2 User security settings

To conform with customer security policies, various user security settings now can be configured.

Most of these are only available, if users are locally managed on genucenter. Security settings only apply
to the GUI. The following options are available:

• Minimum password length.

• Password complexity (on/off). This option can mandate using mixed upper and lower case letters,
special characters, and numbers in a password.

• Password lifetime. Configures how long a password is valid. After its expiry, the user will be redi-
rected to a page to set a new password.

• Number of different passwords used. When changing a password, the user may not reuse the
previous ones. For example, setting “3” here means that the last three passwords are logged and
may not be used when setting a new one.

• Autologout. Sets duration of inactivity before a user is automatically logged out. To instead destroy
an active session, use the command line tool “destroy session <user name>”.

• Lock out user after 3 consecutive incorrect login attempts. Three incorrect attempts (i.e. wrong
password) will bar the user from logging in at all. The genucenter account list User Management
→ Users displays the status of all accounts. A lock icon in the status field means this account is
locked. The lock can be removed either by a root domain admin (own account unlocked), or by
using the command line tool “unlock user <user name>”.

The security settings are available in the menu Account Management → Basic.
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7 Management of Appliances & Objects

Changes in the management of appliance or objects are listed below.

7.1 Jobs

genucenter jobs (appliance configuration and software updates) have been majorly improved, especially
in terms of speed. Jobs can also be carried out asynchronously. Thus, any errors that happen to an
appliance during a multi appliance update no longer cause the entire job to abort.

In addition, appliances with established connections to genucenter and autoupdate appliances can be
updated at the same time. The job will be immediately carried out on the connected appliances. A special
job is set up for the autoupdate appliances for delayed execution.

The job “Update appliance configuration or software via the network” now can always be selected to
update an appliance. The job “Release configuration and software for autoupdate” now only is needed
if an autoupdate job is specifically intended.

7.2 General appliance management

• The administration IP used for communication between appliance and genucenter now is listed in
the area “Connections to genucenter” in the menu System → Basic (previously in the interfaces
menu).

• IP addresses now are configured directly at the interface.

• Appliances no longer have a maintenance menu. A button is provided in the bottom bar of the
appliance configuration menu for updates, and to switch to the domain menu for special cases.

• Various software:

– No longer supported software versions and intermediate versions were removed from the
scope of delivery. However, all certified and approved versions, as well as the current major
release and patch level always are available.

Please note that currently active versions might no longer be supported. If necessary, manu-
ally backup and restore these versions.

Available appliance software versions on genucenter 4.0 are:

∗ genuscreen:
410 001, 410 000, 400 006, 400 005, 400 004, 400 003, 400 002, 400 001, 400 000,
300 009(VS-NfD), 230 012(VS-NfD), 220 002, 210 011, 210 000(VS-NfD), 200 010,
200 000(CC EAL4+).
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∗ genubox:
410 001, 410 000, 400 006, 400 005, 400 004, 400 003, 400 002, 400 001, 400 000,
330 009 320 012.

∗ genucrypt:
410 001, 410 000, 400 006, 400 005, 400 004, 400 003, 400 002, 400 001, 400 000,
300 009, 230 012, 220 002, 210 011, 200 010.

∗ genucard:
410 001, 410 000, 400 006, 400 005, 400 004, 400 003, 400 002, 400 001, 400 000,
300 009(VS-NfD), 200 012(VS-NfD), 120 002, 110 009(VS-NfD), 100 004.

The list for the respective appliance type also is available in the genucenter GUI in the drop-
down menu
Appliance name → System → Basic → Software and Updates → Software - General

• A VPN menu tab was added for appliances that support VPN options for various VPN networks.

• A Networks menu tab was added to handle bridges and routing.

7.3 genucard

The following features were added for the management of genucards:

• Connection profiles now can be sorted by Drag & Drop. Within the section for automatic connec-
tions, this also determines the sequence of methods genucard tries to connect the Internet. In
addition, the connection sequence on the genucard local GUI can be configured in the area for
manually started connections.

• The association between genucard and its host now can be configured in the menu System →

Access.

• Standard rulesets (with or without VPN) are loaded by not entering anything in the respective field.

7.4 genubox

Remote maintenance via the rendezvous concept presently is not supported, but is coming soon.

7.5 genucrypt

NAT for genucrypt appliances now can be configured in the GUI.
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7.6 genugate

genucenter 4.0 presently does not support central management of genugate appliances.

7.7 Object management

The management of objects has changed as follows:

7.7.1 General

• Objects can only be edited within their domains. This will prevent modifying an object presently
being used by an appliance by mistake, as it previously was not always possible to determine
which appliances were accessing the object.

• A short description and a comment now is attached to all objects.

• The object overview and editing fields now display the flag “Used by” to determine what other areas
are affected by the object.

7.7.2 VPN connections

• Improved multi-client capabilities: VPN connections now have a domain flag. This enables initiali-
zing VPN connections within a domain only, excluding appliances from parallel domains. Previous-
ly, it was possible to set up VPNs across domains. In a spoke-and-hub setup, the hub may no
longer be located in a subdomain (relative to the VPN object).

To maintain updatability of previously existing installations, all VPN connections were moved to
the root domain. This is the only case where a hub by be located below the VPN object. We
recommend to remedy this soon, as future genucenter versions will not support this in any case.

• The VPN connection object has been split into separate objects for IPsec fully meshed, IPsec
hub-and-spoke, SSHld fully meshed, and SSHld hub-and-spoke topologies.

7.7.3 Users

The appliance user object was split into separate objects for the user types root, revisor, L2TP, operator,
and system user.
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7.7.4 Tags

Multi client capabilities were improved. Tags now have a domain attribute. To preserve updatability of of
existing installations, all tags were moved to the root domain.

7.7.5 Network objects

• Server: The server network object was removed, as genua appliances do not use the port specified
there. Existing server objects were migrated to host network objects.

• Network lists: The network object for network lists was removed, as it was too similar to network
groups. Existing network list objects were migrated to network group objects.

7.7.6 Local files

An object title was added for positive identification. Previously, local files were identified via file name
and description only.

7.7.7 Modules

Modules do not have a domain flag and therefore can be referenced from all subdomains. Therefore,
modules can only be uploaded to the root domain.

7.7.8 Smartcard

Information of the state of the keys on a Smartcard now are displayed on the dashboard of the appliance
using the Smartcard.

7.7.9 Rulesets, packet filter, NAT rules

An element for nesting rulesets was introduced.

Thus, similar rulesets can be grouped, e.g. for all servers within a DMZ.

These groups can be moved within a ruleset via Drag&Drop, instead of resorting every rule individually.
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8 Documentation

8.1 Manual

A completely rewritten manual will be released with genucenter 4.0.

8.2 Inline help

Clicking on the question mark next to menu fields will display context specific help for the respective
element, instead of previously the entire menu.

9 Miscellaneous

9.1 Certification

genuscreen 4.0 is in the process of being certified to level EAL4+ according to Common Criteria stan-
dards by the BSI (German Federal Office For Security In Information Technology). This also applies to
genucenter 4.0, as this is the tool for central management of genuscreen appliances and therefore also
will be certified.

9.2 OpenBSD

The operating system OpenBSD has been upgraded to version 5.1.

9.3 Services

9.3.1 Web server

In this release, the Web server software ngnix replaces Apache.

9.3.2 Rails

The updated Rails version 3.2.x was used in this release. This may affect custom solutions written for
individual installations. The Rails logfile is to be found at /var/log/center/production.log.
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9.4 Bacula

The OpenBSD port of bacula, a network capable data backup tool with a client/server architecture was
added.

9.5 Nagios NRPE

The Nagios Remote Plugin Executor was added, simplifying Nagios monitoring of genucenter.

9.6 Log partition

Connection accounting now requires a log partition on the hard drive.
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10 Upgrade Installation

To perform the upgrade to genucenter version 4.0, genucenter 2.3, minimum patchlevel 6 is required.

To download, go to http://www.genua.de and click on ’Customer Service’ -> ’Internal Customer
Area’ -> ’genucenter Support’ .

Before starting the upgrade, please check if you have SSH access to the genucenter system, and set
it up if necessary. If you are using a genucenter standby system, please read chapter 4 in the product
manual.

To upgrade, perform the following steps:

• Log in as root on the genucenter machine.

• Generate the database backup by executing the following command:
db backup

• Copy all files in the directory /var/center/backup/ to a different machine.

• Create the installation CD-ROM from the ISO image and insert it into the drive.

• At the prompt
(I)nstall, (U)pgrade or (S)hell?

select U for upgrade.

• You will later be prompted for a console password. The one entered here will overwrite the original
password.

• The system now installs the upgrades.

• After the upgrade installation, reboot the system when prompted. To do so, remove the CD and
enter
reboot

at the console.

• Now log in at the Web interface and check the results. It is recommended – at the very least – to
check the genucenter configuration itself to prevent losing access to the Management Server due
to errors.

11 How to Contact Us

genua Gesellschaft für Netzwerk– und Unix–Administration mbH
Domagkstrasse 7, 85551 Kirchheim near Munich, Germany
Phone: +49 89 99 19 50-0, Fax: +49 89 99 19 50-999
E-Mail: info@genua.de, WWW: http://www.genua.de/
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